10 ROYAL IDIOMS

QUEEN BEE
A woman who thinks she is the most important person in a group

CROWN JEWELS
The most impressive or valuable possession you own

PRINCE CHARMMING
An attractive and kind man that one dreams will make their life perfect

A ROYAL PAIN
Something or someone who is annoying or bad

DRAMA QUEEN
Someone who tends to treat situations as more serious or exciting than they really are

LIVE LIKE A KING
To live in a very comfortable way and with a lot more money than you need

KING'S RANSOM
A very large amount of money

BUILD CASTLES IN THE AIR
To have dreams that are unlikely to become real

TO HOLD COURT
To talk to a group of people who are all paying you a lot of attention because you are interesting, funny or important

TO BE KING OF SOMETHING
A man who is the best at doing a particular thing
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